INTRODUCTION
Since differences of opinion seem to arise whenever and wherever human beings interact with one another, conflict is present everywhere, such as, a couple trying to decide where to take their honeymoon, the negotiations over free trade among nations and the war strategy of a country in military attacks [1] . After determining the players, strategies, and preference information for a conflict model, each outcome is analyzed for stability for each player. In most situations, preference information is always represented in the form of preference vector, which is just a sequence of all outcomes from the most preferred to the least preferred to the player.
This method has two deficiencies. First, because of the uncertainty of the objective things and the fuzziness of human thought, sometimes it is difficult for players to clear sequence of different outcomes. Second, in the preference vector, if an outcome is better than another, it is not much better than the second one.
In this paper, the preference of players to outcomes is represented as interval numbers. For different two outcomes, the corresponding two interval numbers can be compared by a possibility degree formula. After introducing the concept of risk tolerance of players, the stability of all feasible outcomes can be analyzed. Finally, the method is utilized to study a military conflict scenario.
POSSIBILITY DEGREE METHOD FOR RANKING INTERVAL NUMBERS
is called a "interval number". Specially, a degrades into a real number when a a .
Since the preference to the outcomes is represented as interval numbers, it is more truly to reflect the fuzziness of players, and could be able to describe how much the preferred one outcome is better than another. When a player makes decision in a conflict, he must compare all outcomes and then choose the best one.
Assume that .There are three different formulas to compare two interval numbers as follows.
Definition 2 [2] :
the possibility degree of a b t . [3] :
Definition 3
Definition 4 [4] : t . Xu [4] and Gao [5] have proved the equivalence of the three definitions. The relationship between a and b can be denoted as t . This definition method has intuitive sense in probability. Suppose that , a b are random variables which obey uniform distribution on
respectively, the possibility degree of a b t is the probability of random variable a , no less than random variable b .
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, and then r is called the "risk tolerance" of this player.
Definition 6: If a player could reach a more preferred outcome just changing his strategy to while the strategies of the other players remain unchanged, the player will take unilateral improvements (UI's) from the present outcome. This action of the player is called "credible action".
There are four types of stability that can be determined for the outcomes of each player. A particular outcome for a given player can be [7] : 1). Rational. In this situation, the player has no UI he can make from the outcome. The player's strategy is the best he can take given the strategy selection of the other players. A rational outcome is stable, and is denoted by r.
2). Sanctioned. For all UI's availability to the player for a particular outcome, credible actions can be taken by the other players which result in a less preferred outcome for this player. The possibility that a worse outcome could result from changing his strategy deters the player and induces a type of stability that is labeled "s".
3). Unstable. The player has at least one UI from which the other players can take no credible action that would result in a less preferred outcome than the outcome from which the player is improving. A credible action by a player is one which results in a more preferred outcome for himself. An unstable outcome is denoted by "u". 4). Stable by Simultaneity. After the points aforementioned, three types of stability have been determined for all the outcomes for each player, if an outcome is unstable for at least two players, simultaneous action by more than one player could cause a less preferred outcome to occur and thereby induce stability for an outcome which is previously thought to be unstable for a given player. This outcome is also a type of stable, denoted by u .
Definition 7:
If an outcome is stable for all players, this outcome is called "equilibrium solution" of the conflict, which is most likely to happen.
CASE STUDY: A MILITARY CONFLICT SCENARIO
Suppose there are two countries, A and B. Country A intends to take military action against country B, which forms a conflict. In Table 1 , each country involved in the conflict is listed above the set of options available for that country. Short forms for the countries and options which are given in parentheses are utilized in the text and also subsequent tables. As can be seen in Table 1 , country A has the options of attack from the air, attack from the sea and negotiates peace. Country B's options are defense from the air, defense from the sea and negotiating peace. Suppose two countries correctly know each other's options and strategies. Thirteen feasible outcomes are displayed in Table 1 . Each outcome can be written as a column of 1's and 0's, where 1 means the option is selected by the country and 0 indicates that the option is not taken. All the outcomes are numbered at the bottom of Table 1 .
The preference to outcome (1 13)
for country A is denoted by [ , ] a a a i i i , and denoted by
for country B, which is all listed in Table 2 . . The stability analysis of the conflict is shown in Table 3 . The outcomes including outcomes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 are stable for country A. For country B, outcomes 1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13 are stable. Outcomes 2, 6, 9, 10 are stable for both countries, which are the equilibrium solution of the conflict.
If the risk tolerance of country A and country B both changed into 0, the analysis result is the same as the first situation, that is, outcomes 2,6,9,10 are the equilibrium solution of the conflict. However, if the risk tolerance of country A and country B both change into 0.5, the equilibrium solution changes, which is only including outcomes 6,9,10.
Adjusting the risk tolerance of two players for more situations, it could be find that with the increase of the risk tolerance, there may be more UI's from an outcome, which possibly causes the decrease of the number of equilibrium solution.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the preference information about outcomes is represented in the form of interval numbers, which reflects the uncertainty of the preference. In this case, a player compares two outcomes by a possibility degree formula and the risk tolerance he could undertake. After analyzing the stability of all outcomes for each player, the equilibrium solution of the conflict will be obtained. A military conflict scenario is employed to demonstrate how this approach may be applied, and the result shows that equilibrium solution may change with different risk tolerance of players. 
